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IT’S TRUMPETER WATCH TIME!  

 

Trumpeters are on the move or soon will be.   

Become part of our Trumpeter Watch program to 

report Trumpeter Swan observations during migration and 

in the winter.  Your sightings will help us document key 

migration stops and the expansion of their winter range.   

Trumpeters absent from most of their historic wintering 

areas are gradually pioneering and discovering them again.  

Past documentation of this expansion had been spotty and 

uncoordinated.  TTSS started Trumpeter Watch about 5 

years ago to find out what changes are happening.  We 

have built up a database of more than 1,000 sightings.  We 

want your help for sightings of both marked and unmarked 

Trumpeters from the middle latitudes and southern states 

(below the 40th parallel in the Central, Mississippi, and Atlantic Flyways and eastward from Texas to Florida).  

A report form is available on our website.  Go to http://trumpeterswansociety.org/citizen-science-projects.html 

and click on “Trumpeter Swan sightings report form” in the first paragraph.   

If you see a swan with a wing tag or a collar report it to the Bird Banding Laboratory (BBL) and TTSS 

(trumpeterwatch@trumpeterswansociety.org).  Instructions are found by clicking on the link  “Reporting 

Marked, Collared, Banded and Wing-tagged Swans.”  If you can read the marker go to: https://

www.pwrc.usgs.gov/BBL/bblretrv/, fill out the online form and submit it.  The BBL will email you a 

certificate, which will let you know where and when the swan was marked, and the age and gender of the bird.  

It's because of people like you, Trumpeter Watch has documented Trumpeters are gradually returning to some of 

their traditional wintering areas in Texas, Louisiana, and the Chesapeake Bay region.  Greatly increased winter 

use is occurring in Missouri and Arkansas and there is significant increased migration through Kansas.            

WE NEED YOUR HELP! Become part of our Trumpeter Watch program and help us record data of swans "on 

the move."  TTSS thanks The Windway Foundation for its support of this project this season. 

The yellow wing tag with its black letter followed by two numbers 

indicates Trumpeter Swan J85 was tagged in Ontario, Canada.  

Photo by Janet Bradshaw  

http://www.trumpeterswansociety.org/citizen-science-projects.html
https://www.pwrc.usgs.gov/BBL/bblretrv/
https://www.pwrc.usgs.gov/BBL/bblretrv/
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ADVOCATING FOR TRUMPETER SWANS  

“Wildlife and its habitat cannot speak, so we must and we will.” Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt 

 

TTSS responds to specific issues that could negatively impact the welfare of Trumpeters or their habitats 

throughout North America.  We also join with partner organizations to support broader conservation initiatives.   

 

TTSS has contributed for decades to the recovery of the 

Trumpeter Swan across its range. Unfortunately, TTSS was 

not informed about a 2014 2-month swan hunt proposal 

from seven Chippewa Tribes for a hunt in ceded territories in 

Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Upper Michigan, until it was too 

late to provide input into the decision.  The hunt was recently 

approved by the US Fish and Wildlife Service and would 

allow the take of up to 10 Trumpeter Swans.   

 

 

Following the announcement of this decision in September, TTSS wrote the US Fish and Wildlife Service, 

expressing our concern and disappointment about the final rule. We also contacted the Great Lakes Indian Fish 

and Game Commission to express our concern, but the hunt had already been approved. It is important to note the 

tribal regulations development process, which was followed, is a separate process, distinctly different from the 

development of nontribal or flyway hunting regulations.  

 

TTSS’s primary concerns were the final rule did not follow internationally-accepted guidelines, i.e., the Eastern 

Population Tundra Swan Management Plan, and there was no approved Environmental Assessment in place. 

Other concerns included whether the season is experimental, if sufficient monitoring criteria are in place, and 

if the emergency closure can be administered when needed. Although harvesting 10 Trumpeter Swans is not 

likely to affect the Interior Population of Trumpeters, this hunt sets precedents that are troubling to us. We will 

monitor the outcome of the hunt and will continue to work with tribes and agencies on swan hunting issues while 

seeking to improve processes associated with swan hunting proposal reviews.   

 

In 2014, TTSS also: 

 Supported a Presidential Proclamation remembering the 100-year anniversary of the death of the last 

Passenger Pigeon, a bird that once numbered in the billions.   

 Asked that a more bird-friendly route be used in a proposed new electric transmission line in the Nebraska 

Sandhills, which would not jeopardize wintering Trumpeters and migrating Sandhill Cranes and their 

endangered cousin, the Whooping Crane.   

 Joined with many other conservation groups asking California to move up the implementation of the ban on 

lead ammunition passed by the legislature. This is a continuation of our longtime concern over lead poisoning 

of swans, condors, eagles, and other birds. 

 Objected to developing a windpower site in close proximity to National Wildlife Refuges and several other 

areas important to wintering Trumpeters and other waterbirds in Missouri.   

 

Some of these issues were brought to our attention by TTSS members or friends, others are the result of our 

Directors and staff networking with agencies and conservation groups.  If you become aware of a situation that 

could have serious consequences for Trumpeter Swans, we want to know. 
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TRUMP AND TER– A STORY OF LOVE, LOSS, AND LEGACY 
BY PEGGY RIDGWAY (TTSS MEMBER) 

Trump and Ter, a devoted Trumpeter Swan pair nesting on the famed Au Sable River near Oscoda, Michigan, 

captured my heart a decade ago. 

 

I first noticed Trump and Ter and their nest site in the spring of 2004.  The female, "Ter," had a saddleback 

mount radio monitor attached to her while “Trump” had no visible identification.  However, a short time later, 

Ter’s transmitter was no longer visible. I assumed it became detached and lost.  With the loss of the 

transmitter, I was unable to trace her origin.  

 

In 2006, I began close monitoring and journaling of the pair as they continued to reestablish a nest in the same 

location on the Au Sable on Foote Pond. 

 

During the next 4 years, they hatched 32 cygnets and never ceased to 

amaze me with their devotion toward one another and the uniquely shared 

rearing of their offspring. Often, as is the case with many young waterfowl, 

several cygnets in each clutch became prey of snapping turtles, northern 

pike, or Bald Eagles, which also called the pond home.   

 

My most amazing and memorable moment with the pair occurred in mid-

May of 2008 when I was able to photograph the nest with nine eggs from 

my kayak. As I approached the nest, I realized it was much higher than my 

vessel, so I just held the camera over my head and clicked. Ter’s time off 

the nest was cut short when she realized that I was on the scene.  I quickly 

retreated as she returned to her precious eggs.   

 

Within a few weeks, all nine hatched and she and Trump proudly 

paraded their cygnets along the water safely nestled between 

them. They kept close watch as I kayaked within a safe distance 

and captured this family portrait.  

 

Sadly, in mid-June 2009, I found Ter dead just a short distance 

offshore from where I often observed them.  I notified the 

biologist at the local forest service office headquarters.  Her body 

was retrieved and transported to a research facility downstate for 

examination to determine the cause of death.   The necropsy 

revealed that she had succumbed to lead poisoning.  Probably 

Ter's ingestion of a fisherman's lead sinker led to her death.  

 

It is my hope that this type of fishing gear will soon be outlawed and replaced with environmentally-safe 

equipment.  

 

Trump continued his vigil of the remaining juveniles that season, but only two survived having only one adult 

to protect them.  He returned in 2010 with a new mate. To this day, the magnificent white beauty fulfills his 

role as a strong and devoted Trumpeter continuing the species. 

Trump and Ter and their family of 9 cygnets 

explore the Au Sable River. Photo by Peggy Ridgway 

Ter’s 9 eggs fill the nest on Foote Pond.  
Photo by Peggy Ridgway 
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Trumpeter Swans nesting in the western US (Wyoming, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Nevada) comprise the 

smallest breeding group in North America. In 2013, there were about 670 adults, including about 100 nesting 

pairs.  Most of these swans (about 450 adults, 80 nesting pairs) live in the Greater Yellowstone (GY) region 

surrounding Yellowstone National Park. Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge, in Montana’s Centennial 

Valley, established specifically for Trumpeter Swans, provides their most important summer habitat.  
 

During winter, more than 6,000 additional Trumpeters from western Canada migrate to Greater Yellowstone. 

Because of limited winter habitat, there is now a dangerous winter distribution bottleneck.  There is a high 

risk of a large swan die-off the next time a severe winter strikes the region.  Greater Yellowstone’s nesting 

swans also face problems from increasing human activity, declining water at several important nesting areas, 

and reduced agency management due to severe budget cuts. 

      _______________________________________________________________ 

 
TTSS has an active conservation program in this region  

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

TTSS has an active conservation program in this region to find solutions to these problems. We partner with 

agencies, regional conservation groups, private landowners, and the public to help securely restore these 

swans. During 2014, our primary goals were:  

        

1)  Increase the security of GY nesting swans.  

We monitored nest territories in eastern Idaho 

in coordination with the US Fish and Wildlife 

Service, focusing on National Wildlife 

Refuges and nearby sites.  We discovered low 

water levels and a severe decline of beaver at 

territories southwest of Yellowstone NP.  

Restoring healthy beaver populations is 

crucial to restoring the quality of these nesting 

ponds. We’re researching why beavers have 

disappeared and what can be done to restore 

water levels in these ponds.  

 

In Montana’s Centennial Valley, we worked 

with fish managers to better understand the 

history and ecology of grayling (a rare native 

fish).  Our research helped managers 

determine that the grayling do not require 

listing as threatened or endangered.  New 

ways to coordinate fish and swan habitat 

needs are being explored. 

 

TTSS AT WORK IN GREATER YELLOWSTONE  BY RUTH SHEA 

In September, TTSS Ruth Shea (left) and USFWS Cary Myler (right) install  two 

floating nest islands at potential nesting territories in Island Park, Idaho.  These 

islands will help support successful nesting in the near future. 
Photo by Bert Mecham, Assistant Manager, Harriman State Park, Idaho 
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2)  Reduce impacts of a future winter die-off.   TTSS is working with Dr. E. O. Garton, University of Idaho, 

using long-term nesting population and environmental data to determine the distribution and numbers of 

swans and successful nesting pairs needed to restore a secure population that can survive events such as a 

severe winter or disease.  We are building this Restoration Vision model with wildlife managers to provide a 

scientific basis for future management goals and restoration strategies. 
 
3)  Strengthen future swan management and conservation efforts in Greater Yellowstone.  We are analyzing 

and compiling long-term swan historic data so the story of Trumpeter restoration is easily available and this 

knowledge will not be lost.  This will provide key information to ongoing revisions of state and federal swan 

management plans.  We also are looking at ways to create an easily accessible electronic library on swan 

information.  TTSS is excited to announce a periodic Greater Yellowstone newsletter is being launched this 

fall and it will be posted to our website.  The newsletter will have detailed regional information for use by the 

many people who are working to reduce the vulnerability of these swans. 

 

TTSS AT WORK IN GREATER YELLOWSTONE (CONT.) 

GREATER YELLOWSTONE PARTNERSHIP CYGNET RELEASE BY ANNE DECKER 

 
On Saturday, 6 September, the 

Teton Regional Land Trust, in 

partnership with The 

Trumpeter Swan Society, 

Idaho Fish and Game, and the 

Wyoming Wetlands Society, 

successfully released five 

cygnets onto a private wetland 

under conservation easement 

in Teton Valley, Idaho.   

It was a beautiful, crisp, blue-sky morning, truly making it feel like fall was 

arriving in the valley.  A small group gathered early in the morning to band 

all  the cygnets.  Soon cars were being directed down the private drive and 

organized by volunteers to an area where they could view the wetland.   

It was a diverse group and everyone was eager to hear what the representa-

tives from each organization had to say about this exciting event.  The 

crowd then quietly walked to the main wetland area where the cygnets 

would be released.   

There were many children in attendance.  All of the children were eager 

and amazed to be so close to such large, beautiful birds.  The morning 

culminated with the release of the swans, but the quiet crowd lingered for 

some time, enjoying the view of the swans, the blue sky, and the backdrop 

of the Tetons.  

Above: Each child had the opportunity to have 

a photo taken with one of the cygnets. 

Right: More than 70 guests came to see the 

cygnet release.   

Below: 3 cygnets enjoy their new home. 

Photos by Anne Decker  
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The swans will have arrived for another winter season by the time you read this. This year, we expect more 

than 10,000 Trumpeter Swans (Pacific Coast Population) in western Washington along with several thousand 

Tundra Swans. What makes our fall migration even more exciting is that we now have many Trumpeters 

moving through eastern Washington (Rocky Mountain Population) on their way south.  

 

Our major focus has been and continues to be 

conservation of swan winter habitat, 

especially what we call waterfowl-friendly 

farming. As more and more dairy farms and 

other farmland are converted to raspberry and 

blueberry crops or nursery trees, we are 

rapidly losing the corn and pasture grass acres 

needed to support ducks, geese, and swans on 

their wintering grounds.   

 

More than 85 percent of Trumpeters depend 

on dairy farms to supplement their winter 

diet, eating the waste corn post-harvest or the 

pasture grasses in late winter.  There also continues to be a need for solutions that balance the needs between 

salmon restoration and other wildlife, including swans. 

 

We are in the process of finding those solutions to ensure we have Trumpeter Swan wintering habitat far into 

the future.  We are working to build and strengthen the partnerships and associations needed to accomplish this 

goal in the heart of Trumpeter Swan wintering habitat for western Washington. This includes expansion of our 

work into eastern Washington by tracking migration patterns, locating wintering sites and potential breeding 

areas, and working with local people to conserve habitat that is waterfowl friendly.  

 

Some 2014 highlights: 

 

 The Johnson/DeBay Swan Reserve near Mt. Vernon, Washington, continues to 

be a focus point for us. This is a showcase of the value of agriculture for 

wintering swans and a place for people to have an up-close encounter with the 

swans. More still needs to be done for the agricultural lands and the adjacent 

swan night roost.  

 

 We continue to be active on avian protection regarding power lines and 

other projects that create flight hazards for swans. We are actively 

encouraging power companies to update and rework their avian 

protection plans as well as on-the-ground work where swans are 

colliding with power lines.  

 

 

 

 

 

WASHINGTON SWAN STEWARDS BY MARTHA JORDAN 

Trumpeter Swans in agricultural fields with potato mud in front 

and green dairy grass in distance. Photo by Martha Jordan 
  

The 331-acre Johnson-DeBay Swan Reserve contains forest, 

a backwater slough of the Skagit River, and managed  

agricultural fields.  Maps: WA Department of Fish &  

Wildlife 
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WASHINGTON SWAN STEWARDS (CONT.) 

 Lead poisoning update: Although swans continue to become ill and die of lead poisoning, the number of 

deaths has dramatically dropped since management actions were taken at Judson Lake, which straddles the 

US/Canada border. Monitoring will continue with special funding received from Puget Sound Energy. 

Thank you to all who have donated to TTSS Adopt a Swan program and our Lead Poisoning Response 

program. 

 

 The Sequim Area Swan Survey Project is in its 4th year with volunteers from Olympic Audubon Society. 

They are out counting swans several days a week and data show swans are moving into many new areas as 

well as the old.  A hearty thank you to all of the volunteers.   

 

 Eastern Washington birders have found that Trumpeters will return if given the opportunity. Not only are 

Trumpeters once again nesting at Turnbull National Wildlife Refuge, there are now regular sightings of 

migrating Trumpeters both in the fall and spring through the Methow and Okanagan Valley areas south 

through Ellensburg and beyond.  Sightings are always appreciated (please email                                  

Martha@trumpeterswansociety.org). 

 

 Hines Marsh, at Leadbetter State Park on the Long Beach Peninsula in southwestern 

Washington, is again on our active agenda. The new Martha Jordan Nature Trail is now 

complete for Phase I including an ADA accessible trail to see the marsh. We are 

working with Washington State Parks to fund interpretive signs and more.  

This past February, at the 23rd Trumpeter Swan Society Conference, TTSS recognized and honored former 

Executive Director, John Cornely for his lifetime contributions to Trumpeter Swan conservation with our 

prestigious George Melendez Wright Trumpeter Swan Conservation Award.  

 

John began working with Trumpeter Swans in 1978 as a refuge biologist at Malheur National Wildlife Refuge in 

Oregon and continued working with Trumpeters during his career with the US Fish and Wildlife Service as Region 

6 Migratory Bird Coordinator.  

 

As Executive Director, John worked diligently to 

improve our relations with Flyway Councils and 

associated agencies.  His leadership led to significant 

improvements in our nonprofit administration and our 

capacity to further our mission.  

 

Thank you, John, for your inspired and devoted 

leadership.  TTSS is honored that John has decided to 

remain as the Society's Senior Conservation Advisor. 

John Cornely (left) received the George Melendez Wright         

Conservation Award from outgoing president, Gary Ivey, (right) 

during our 23rd Trumpeter Swan Society Conference in Easton, 

Maryland. Photo by Dave Weaver 

TTSS RECOGNIZES JOHN CORNELY’S  

LIFETIME CONSERVATION ACHIEVEMENTS 
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A MILESTONE REACHED IN OREGON BY GARY IVEY 

In the mid 1980s, Malheur National Wildlife Refuge had 18 nesting pairs of Trumpeter Swans. In 2014, only 

one nesting pair was reported. The decline is largely due to poor winter food supplies on the refuge.   
 

 
Since 2009, The Trumpeter Swan Society has 

partnered with Oregon Fish and Wildlife and the US 

Fish and Wildlife Service to restore Trumpeter Swans 

to eastern Oregon by releasing subadults, yearlings, 

and cygnets at Summer Lake Wildlife Management 

Area.  

 

Summer Lake is just about 100 miles west of Malheur 

and provides an abundance of winter waterfowl food. 

To date, we have released a total of 84 Trumpeter 

Swans there.  

 

 

 
We reached a milestone in 2014 with the first-ever 

nesting of a pair of Trumpeters at Summer Lake, which 

raised one cygnet. Our Oregon breeding population survey 

documented 10 territorial pairs (3 at Malheur Refuge, 2 in 

Crook County, 5 at Summer Lake). Young pairs that are on 

a territory are likely to nest soon.  

 

Two of these adult territorial pairs raised young in the past, 

but were unsuccessful in 2014 due to dry conditions. We 

expect most of these new pairs will be old enough to breed 

next year, marking the growing success of this partnership 

project. 

 

Our project received funding support from the Mountaineers 

Foundation, the Charlotte Martin Foundation, and the 

Oregon Wildlife Heritage Foundation. We have received 

donations of cygnets from the Alaska Zoo, Lee Richardson 

Zoo, Livingston-Ripley Waterfowl Conservancy, Northwest 

Trek Wildlife Park, and the Topeka Zoo. Thank you to all 

our partners in this wonderful project. 

 

In September’s dawn light, Summer Lake Wildlife         

Management Area Manager, Martin St. Louis, and  TTSS 

Director, Gary Ivey, release Alaska Zoo cygnets at Summer 

Lake Wildlife Management area.  Photos by Gary Ivey 

 

Did you know? Trumpeter Swans depend on habitat in 

nearly 60 National Wildlife Refuges at some point in their 

annual cycle. When you buy a Duck Stamp, you are    

helping provide valuable habitat for Trumpeter Swans and 

other wildlife in the National Wildlife Refuge System. 
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A GREAT YEAR FOR TRUMPETERS IN NORTHWESTERN MONTANA  

 

This year has been a good year for nesting 

Trumpeter Swans in northwestern Montana.   

 

Trumpeter Swan restoration efforts there began 

on the Flathead Indian Reservation 

(Reservation) (see map) in 1996 and have 

continued through 2014.  During that time, 249 

captively-propagated Trumpeter Swans were 

released on the Reservation.  Ten years ago, 

Trumpeters nested for the first time in more than 

a century.  Since then, 101 nesting attempts 

produced at least 257 cygnets with 221 successfully fledging.  

Some of these birds have been seen in other areas north of the 

Reservation, most notably in the upper Flathead River and 

Kootenai River Drainages in Montana, Idaho, and British 

Columbia, and in Glacier National Park.  The presence of 

Trumpeters in those areas may have resulted in the establishment 

of new nesting territories. 

 

The spring of 2014 started cool with quite a bit of precipitation, 

so the outlook was uncertain.  Early hatching results were also a 

concern.  By mid-June, though, occupancy or nesting activity 

was observed at 18 locations, 12 of which were located on the 

Flathead Indian Reservation. At least 45 cygnets hatched and 42 

fledged successfully in late September.  During the Fall Survey 

flight and ground surveys in mid-September, 116 adult or 

subadult Trumpeters and 42 cygnets were observed. 

 

The Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes’ Wildlife 

Management Program in cooperation with the Montana 

Waterfowl Foundation at Ronan, Montana, released seven 

Trumpeters on Pablo National Wildlife Refuge (see map).  The 

refuge serves as a molting site for nonnesting swans, with as 

many as 57 nonbreeders observed there in July.  The recently-

released Trumpeters mingle with the other swans at the refuge 

and usually leave by late September or early October for other 

areas on the Reservation. 

 

 

 

The successful nesting and fledging in 2014 will provide 

additional wild birds in the coming years that will probably nest 

on the Reservation and elsewhere in northwestern Montana.  

With these pioneering activities by released swans, long-vacant 

wetlands in northwestern Montana will likely see occupancy and 

productivity from new generations of  Trumpeter Swans. 
 

Tribal Wildlife Management Program biologists continued to 

work closely with Mission Valley Power to mark overhead 

power lines, which pose potential collision obstacles for flying 

Trumpeter Swans and other waterfowl at selected wetland 

habitats.  They also provided several outreach programs on 

Trumpeter Swan restoration to local schools and the general 

public and participated in the annual Migratory Bird Festival the 

program sponsored in May.  

 

This project is a cooperative effort led by the Confederated 

Salish and Kootenai Tribes and several agency and organization 

partners.  Local biologists and the general public helped in 

reporting this year’s nesting observations.  

 

Dale Becker, Tribal Wildlife Program Manager 

Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes 

 

Left: A family 

group of    

Trumpeter Swan 

cygnets and 

adults at the 

wetland where 

they nested near 

Charlo,      

Montana, in late 

August.  The 

cygnets are 

approximately 3 

months old.  

This is the 

fourth brood of 

cygnets raised 

at this site, most 

likely all from 

the same two 

adults.  

Photo by Dale 

Becker 
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We bid a fond and appreciative farewell to Associate 

Director, Becky Abel, who left TTSS at the end of 

August for new adventures with the International Crane 

Foundation.  We thank her for all she did for TTSS both 

as a Board member and as Associate Director.  Her 

leadership in organizing the successful 23rd Trumpeter 

Swan Society Conference/5th International Swan 

Symposium held this past February is especially 

appreciated.  

 

TTSS warmly welcomes two new Board members, 

David Hoffman and Carl Woodward.  

 

Dave Hoffman  
Clear Lake, Iowa  

Education: BS, Iowa State University (Fisheries and 

Wildlife Biology)  

 

Dave is a wildlife research technician with the Iowa 

Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and has been 

involved with DNR's Trumpeter Swan restoration 

program since 1995. Dave works in partnership with 

multiple state and federal agencies on Trumpeter Swan 

issues. He has been active with TTSS for several years 

and has attended and presented at numerous TTSS 

conferences.  He has been featured in several of the 

most recent ENEWS stories highlighting Iowa’s 

Trumpeter Swan Restoration Program. Dave is currently 

serving as Vice President of TTSS Board of Directors. 

 

 

Carl Woodward  
Roseland, New Jersey  

Education: BA, Rutgers University; JD, Rutgers 

University Law School  

 

Carl has been practicing law for over 40 years.  He has a 

broad integrated practice with specializations in 

environmental, municipal, zoning and planning, real 

estate, insurance, and criminal law, and litigation in state 

and federal courts. Carl was appointed an Assistant 

United States Attorney for the District of New Jersey in 

1971; served as Chief of the Environmental Protection 

Division; been trustee of the New Jersey Institute of 

Local Government Attorneys; lectured on various topics 

in municipal law; and taught zoning and planning at 

Seton Hall Law School as an adjunct professor. Carl is 

an avid birder and was elected to TTSS Board in 2014. 

 

Congratulations to former Board member,  

David C. Lockman, who was recently inducted into 

the Wyoming Outdoor Hall of Fame for making 

significant and lasting lifetime contributions to the 

conservation of Wyoming’s outdoor heritage. While 

working with the Wyoming Game and Fish 

Department, his accomplishments included helping 

restore and expand Trumpeter Swan populations in 

Wyoming. His many other contributions included 

developing wildlife viewing sites across the state as 

part of the “Wyoming’s Wildlife-Worth the 

Watching” program.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

FAREWELL, WELCOME, AND CONGRATULATIONS 

Hundreds of Trumpeter Swans spend the winter on the St. Croix 

River near Hudson, Wisconsin. Photo by Barry Wallace 

Keep the flock flying! 
 

Did you know? When you donate stock, 

TTSS gets the full fair market value of your 

stock as of the date of your gift.  In addition, if 

you are a US donor, you avoid all capital gains 

tax, but still get to claim a tax deduction for 

the full fair market value.  
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 AUSTRALIA: 

Victoria: John Ilijevic— Melbourne 

 

CANADA:  

Ontario: Laurel Ironside — Burlington           

 

USA: 

California: Joe Fillman — Truckee; 

                  Tom Quinn— Point Reyes 

       Station 

Illinois: Timothy England — Chicago 

Minnesota: Marc Olson & Judy Kuechle — Elbow         

        Lake  

                   Kathryn Malm — Emily 

Montana: Donald Allen — Billings                  

Texas: Sammy Antoun — The Woodlands 

Washington: Phoebe Brockman — Seattle                

 

Memorial 

For Sue Ellen Heflin from Jean Heflin 

TTSS WELCOMES NEW 2014 MEMBERS 

 

I support Trumpeter Swan conserva-

tion. 

 

Enclosed is my tax-deductible gift (US). 

 
Name_________________________________________ 

 

Address_______________________________________ 

 

City__________________  State______   Zip_________ 

 

Phone_________________________________________ 

 

Email_________________________________________ 
 

Donation  Levels:   

Individual ___ $35      Student/Retired ___$25 

Family     ____$50   

Other   ___ $100   ____$250   ___$500   ____$1000 

Yes!  

Annual Fund / Area of greatest need          $________ 

  

Membership                                                  $________ 

 

 

I prefer to give by:  

 

 ____ Check, payable to TTSS 

 ____ Credit Card   __ Visa   ___ MC   ___ Discover ___ AmEx 

 

Card #______________________________________________ 

 

Card Expiration date ______/______   Security Code_________ 

 

Name on Card _______________________________________ 

 

Signature____________________________________________ 

          

OR  donate online at 

www.trumpeterswansociety.org 

Mail to: The Trumpeter Swan Society,  

12615 Country Rd. 9, Plymouth, MN  55441-1248 

Thank you! 

Have you considered including TTSS in your estate plans?  Call for more information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“My wife and I would like to join the Trumpeter Swan 
Society after hearing them ‘honk’ Sept. 2 eve & early Sept. 3 

morning at Hernando DeSoto Lake in Itasca State Park. 

 

“My wife and I first thought it was somebody with a boat 

horn in a canoe but on second observation we discovered the 
thrilling truth that it was Trumpeters...We did spot them also. 

This ‘honk’ was better than anything I have ever heard in 

any bird species. What a thrill.” Marc Olson 

Michigan Trumpeter Swan. 

Photo by John VanOrman 

https://co.clickandpledge.com/advanced/default.aspx?wid=35466
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